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We introduce weakly divisible MV-algebras and we show that every weakly 
divisible a-complete MV-algebra is isomorphic to the system of all continuous 
fuzzy functions defined on some compact Hausdorff space which generalizes a 
result of Di Nola and Sesse (in “Non Classical Logics and Their Application to 
Fuzzy Subsets,” Kluwer Academic, Dordrecht, to appear). This enables us to define 
an associative and commutative product on weakly divisible a-complete MV-alge- 
bras with a multiplicative unity 1.  As an application, we show that any system of 
observables on this MV-algebra admits a joint observable with respect to this 
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product on MV-algebra; observable; joint observable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
MV-algebras are many-valued analogues of a two-valued logic, and they 
were introduced by Chang [31. We recall that according to Mundici [131, 
they can be characterized as follows. An MI/-algebra is a nonempty set M 
with two special elements 0 and 1 (0 # 11, with a binary operation 
@ :  M X M + M ,  and with a unary operation *: M + M such that, for all 
a,  b ,  c E M ,  we have 
(MVi) a @ b = b @ a (commutativity); 
(MVii) ( a  @ b )  @ c = a @ ( b  @ c )  (associativity); 
(MViii) a @ 0 = a;  
(MViv) a @ 1 = 1; 
(MVV) (a*)* = a;  
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(MVvi) a @ a* = 1; 
(MVvii) 0" = 1; 
(MVviii) (a* @ b)* @ b = (a  @ b*)* @ a. 
We recall that the above axioms are not independent; e.g., (MVvii) 
We define binary operations 0, V , A as follows: 
follows from (MVvi) and (MViii) for a = 0. 
aOb := (a" @ b*)*, a ,  b E M ,  
a V b := (a" @ b)" CB b ,  a A b := (a* V b")", a ,  b E M .  (1.1) 
Then ( M ;  0, 1) is a semigroup written "multiplicatively" with the neutral 
element 1.' If, for a, b E M ,  we define 
a < b o a  = a  A b ,  
then I is a partial order on M ,  and ( M ;  V , A ,0,1) is a distributive 
lattice with the least and greatest elements 0 and 1, respectively [3]. We 
recall that a 4 b iff b @ a* = 1. 
A nonvoid subset I of M is said to be an ideal of M if 
(i) x, y E I implies x @ y E I ,  
(ii) x E I ,  y I x imply y E I .  
Let (G; + , 0, I) be an Abelian Z-group with a strong unit u ;  i.e., given 
Define 
u E G, there is an integer n 2 1 such that -nu I u I nu. 
T(G,u )  = { g E G : O I g < u }  (1.2) 
and set for all g , ,  g,, g E T(G, u)  
g1 @ g2 = (8' + 82) A 24, 
g,Q, = (81 + g, - u )  v 0, 
(1-3) 
(1-4) 
(1.5) g* = u - g .  
The (T(G, u); @ , 0, *, 0, u )  is an MV-algebra. The famous Mundici result 
[13] says that given an MV-algebra M there is an Abelian Z-group G with 
a strong unit u such that M is isomorphic with some T(G, u). In addition, 
r defines a categorical equivalence between the category of unital Z-groups 
and the category of MV-algebras. We shall denote any representational 
We remark that in the literature an MV-algebra is assumed by the structure (M:  @ ,  
0, *, 0, I), where 0 is defined by (1.1). 
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l-group (G; +, 0, I) with a strong unit u of an MV-algebra as a unital 
l-group G = (G; +, 0, I , u), or simply G = (G, u). 
Given an MV-algebra M ,  we can introduce a partial binary operation + 
via: a + b is defined iff a I b*; in this case we put 
a + b := a @ b. 
It is easy to see that a + 0 = 0 + a = a for any a E M ,  and + is 
commutative; i.e., if a + b is defined in M ,  so is b + a ,  and a + b = b + a ;  
+ is associative, i.e., if ( a  + b),(a + b )  + c are defined in M b + c and 
a + ( b  + c )  are defined also, and ( a  + b )  + c = a + ( b  + c). Identifying 
the MV-algebra M with r(G, u )  via (1.21, we can see that our partial 
operation + coincides with the group addition + . 
In our consideration, a special kind of representation is given by 
M = T(R, l), i.e., when G = R and u = 1, where R is the additive group of 
all real numbers. 
In addition, we can define a subtraction: a - b is defined in M iff 
b I a ,  and a - b = c whenever b + c = a.  
An MV-algebra M is said to be Archimedean if the existence of 
na = a ,  + +a,, where a ,  = = a ,  = a ,  for any n 2 1 implies a = 0. 
We have the following characterizations of the Archimedeanicity of M [8]: 
An W-algebra M is Archimedean if and only if its 
representation I-group (G; + , 0, I , u)  is an Archimedean I-group. 
The following example is isomorphic to a so-called Chang MV-algebra 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let G = Z Xlex Z be the lexicographical product of the 
group of all integers Z. Then (1,O) is a strong unit in G, and T(G, u)  = 
{ ( O , O ) ,  (0, l), (0,2), . . . , (1, - 21, (1, - 0, (1,O)I is an MV-algebra which is not 
Archimedean. 
In the present paper, we investigate the possibility of representating 
MV-algebras as the set of all continuous functions defined on a compact 
Hausdorff space. We show that this is possible iff the MV-algebra is 
weakly divisible and cT-complete. This generalizes a result of [6] .  Such a 
representation enables us to define a product on MV-algebras which is 
distributive with respect to existing sums, and then we are able to define a 
point observable for a system of observables. We recall that general 
product MV-algebras with their categorical equivalences were studied 
in [9]. 
The paper is organized as follows: the semisimple MV-algebras are 
studied in Section 2; only such MV-algebras are representable via fuzzy 
sets. Divisible and weakly divisible MV-algebras are introduced in Section 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 
[31: 
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3, where some examples are presented. In addition, we give here a 
representation of weakly divisible cr-complete MV-algebras via the set of 
all continuous functions on the set of all maximal ideals which is a 
compact Hausdorff space. The product on an MV-algebra is introduced in 
Section 4 where we show that any weakly divisible cr-complete MV-algebra 
admits a product. An application of the product to the existence of the 
joint observable of a system of observables is investigated in Section 5. 
2. SEMISIMPLE MV-ALGEBRAS 
A proper ideal A of M is said to be maximal if there is no proper ideal 
M )  denote the set of all of M containing A as a proper subset. Let 
maximal ideals of M. Then A ( M )  f 0. Denote by 
Rad(M) := n { A :  A E 
and we call Rad(A) the radical of M. A nonzero element a of M is said to 
be infinitesimal if nu exists in M for any integer n 2 1. The set of all 
infinitesimals in M is denoted by Infinit(M). Then according to [5, 
Proposition 3.6.41, we have 
Rad( M )  = Infinit( M )  U { 0 ) .  
An MV-algebra M is said to be semisimple if Rad(M) = (0). 
According to Belluce [l], we say that a subset .FL [0, l]", where fl # 0, 
is a Bold algebra if 
(i) 0 ,  E 5"; 
(ii) f E Fentails 1, - f E 5"; 
(iii) f ,  g E .F imply f @ g E F, where 
Then 9 with f* := 1, - f and with 0, and 1, is an MV-algebra which is 
semisimple and Archimedean. In particular, if X is a topological space, by 
C ( X )  we denote the set of all continuous fuzzy subsets on X ,  and any 
Bold algebra of all continuous fuzzy subsets is of special interest (see (viii) 
in Theorem 2.2). 
An MV-algebra M is said to be Archimedean in the sense of Belluce 
[l] if, for each a ,  b E M, if nOa = a @ ... @ a I b for all n 2 1 then 
aOb = a. 
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A state on a MV-algebra M is a mapping m: M + [0,1] such that 
m(1) = 1 ,  and m(a + b)  = m(a) + m(b) whenever a + b is defined in M. 
Denote by P ( M )  the set of all states on M ;  then P ( M )  # 0. 
A state-homomorphism is a mapping m: M + [0,1] such that m(1) = 1 ,  
and m(a @ b )  = min{l, m(a) + m(b)}, a ,  b E M.' Any state-homomor- 
phism is a state, but the converse does not hold, in general. There is a 
one-to-one correspondence between state-homomorphisms and maximal 
ideals [14,  Theorem 2.4; 11 ,  Theorem 12.181: 
THEOREM 2.1. ( 1 )  A state m on M is a state-homomorphism iff Ker, := 
{ a  E M :  m(a) = O }  is a maximal ideal. 
( 1 )  A state m on M is a state-homomorphism iff Ker, := { a  E 
M :  m(a) = 0)  is a maximal ideal. 
( 2 )  Given a maximal ideal A of M, the mapping x - x /A is a state- 
homomorphism. 
(3) The mapping m - Ker, is a one-to-one correspondence from the 
set of all state-homomorphisms on the set of all maximal ideals of M. 
(4) A state m on M is an extremalpoint (= extremal state) of the set 
9 ( M )  if and only if m is a state-homomorphism. 
Denote by Ext(P(M)) the set of all extremal states (= state- 
homomorphisms) on M. Then [14,  Thm. 2.51 Ext(P(M)) # 0 and it is a 
compact Hausdorff space with respect to the weak topology of states (i.e., 
ma + m iff m,(a) + m(a) for any a E M), and any state m on M is in 
the closure of the convex hull of Ext(P(M)). 
We introduce a topology on the M ( M )  of all maximal ideals of M. 
Given an ideal I of M, let 
be the collection of all subsets of the above form. It is possible 
gives a compact Hausdorff topological space. Moreover, 
any closed subset of J ( X )  is of the form 
where I is any ideal of M .  
A nonvoid subset 9 of 904) is said to be order-determining if m(a) I 
m(b) for any m €9 imply a I b. An element a is a constant element if 
m,(a) = m,(a) for all m,, m2 E P ( M ) .  For example, 0 and 1 are constant 
elements in any MV-algebra. If r E [0,1], a constant a such that r = m(a) 
A state-homomorphism is actually a homomorphism from M into RIW, 1). 
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for any m €9 is said to be an r-constant. If M is semisimple, then any 
r-constant is determined uniquely. 
The following characterizations of semisimple MV-algebras can be found 
in [l,  8, 141: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let M be an MV-algebra. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is semisimple. 
(ii) M is Archimedean. 
(iii) M is Archimedean in the sense of Belluce. 
(iv) There exists an order-determining system of state-homomorphisms 
(v) There exists an order-determining system of states on M.  
(vi) M is isomorphic to some Bold algebra of fizzy subsets of some 
sz # 0. 
(vii) M is isomorphic to some Bold algebra of continuous finctions 
defined on some compact Hausdoflspaces X .  
(viii) M is isomorphic to some Bold algebra of C( MI) ,  the set of all 
continuous fizzy subsets defined on A ( M ) .  
We say that an MV-algebra M is cr-complete (complete) if M is a 
cr-complete (complete) lattice; M is cr-complete (complete) iff G is 
Dedekind cr-complete (complete) l-group, where M = UG, u )  [ l l ,  Propo- 
sition 16.9; 121. 
We give another proof of the following statement (see, e.g., [4, Lemma 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
Prooj Assume that nu is defined in M for any integer n 2 1. For any 
integer k ,  we have ( k  + 1)a I Vz= nu so that ka I (Vz= nu) - a which 
entails V:= ka I ( Vz= nu) - a whence a = 0. Q.E.D. 
on M.  
2.11). 
Any cr-complete MV-algebra is Archimedean. 
3. DIVISIBLE AND WEAKLY DIVISIBLE MV-ALGEBRAS 
According to [6], we say that an MV-algebra M is divisible if, for each 
element a E M and for each integer n 2 1, there exists x E M such that 
nOx = a and a* @ ((n - 1) Ox) = x*. Using arguments of mathematical 
induction it is possible to show that M is divisible iff for each element 
a E M and for each integer n 2 1 there exists x E M such that m is 
defined in M and nx = a.  We recall that using representation of M via 
(1.2), it is possible to show that if nx = a = ny then x = y ,  and in this case 
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we write x = :. It is worth recalling that if i exists in M ,  then rn; is a 
constant in M for any rn with 0 I rnI n. 
Similarly, we say that an MV-algebra M is weakly divisible if, for any 
integer n 2 1, there is an element u E M such that nu is defined in M 
and nu = 1. It is clear that any divisible MV-algebra is weakly divisible. 
Under some conditions, as we show below, the converse is also true. 
We recall that an l-group G is divisible if given an element g and given 
an integer n 2 1 there is an h E G such that g = nh. 
For example, the MV-subalgebra Q,, the set of all rational numbers in 
[0,1], is a divisible MV-algebra, while the MV-subalgebra D,, the set of all 
dyadic rational numbers in [0,13, is not divisible. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let a be an irrational number in [0,1], and let G ( a )  = 
{: + n a :  p ,  n ,  E Z, q E Zf\{O}}. Then G ( a )  is an 1-subgroup of R, and 1 
is a strong unit in G(a).  Define M = T(G(a) ,  1). M is a countable 
semisimple MV-algebra which is weakly divisible but neither divisible and 
nor a-complete. 
Indeed, e.g., the element 5 is not defined in M. Moreover, the set M is 
dense in [0,1] in the natural topology. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let a E R. Define G,(a)  := {rn + na:  rn, n E Z} and 
put M ( a )  = r(G1(a) ,  1). If a = p / q  E [0,1], where p and q are relatively 
primes, then M($)  = (0, l /q,  2/q , .  . . , q/q}  and M($)  is not weakly divisi- 
ble, and M(:) is not closed under the natural multiplication, whenever : G? {0,1}. Moreover, M(:) is a-complete. 
If a E R is irrational, then M ( a )  is countable and dense in [0,1] which 
is also not weakly divisible and not a-complete. M ( f i )  is not weakly 
divisible but it is closed under the natural multiplication. Similarly, this is 
the case if a = fi for some k which is not a square. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (G; +, 0,  I , u )  be a unital group. Then M = 
T(G, u )  is divisible if and only if G is divisible. 
Prooj If G is divisible, then for any a E M  and for any n 2 1 there 
exists an element b E G such that a = nb. Hence a E M. 
Conversely, let M be divisible. Any element g E Gf is of the form 
g = a ,  + +a,, where a,, . . . , ak  E M. Given an integer n 2 1 ,  there are 
elements b,, . . . , b, E M such that a,  = nbi for i = 1 , .  . . , k.  Hence g = 
nb, + --. +nb, = nb, where b = b,  + --. +bk E G'. The rest of the proof 
is now evident. Q.E.D. 
Following [6], we say that a subalgebra A of a MV-algebra M is dense 
in M if, for each nonzero b E M ,  there exists a nonzero a E A  such that 
a 4 b. The following result has been proved in [6, Theorem 2.51: 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a divisible and semisimple MV-algebra. Then M 
is (up to isomorphism) a dense subalgebra of C ( d ( M ) ) .  In addition, any 
element f E C ( d ( M ) )  is the supremum of all the elements of M majorized 
bY f -  
PROPOSITION 3.5. Any weakly divisible and cr-complete MV-algebra con- 
tains all r-constant elements, r E [0,13. 
Prooj Let M be a weakly divisible and cr-complete MV-algebra. 
According to (vi) of Theorem 2.2, M is isomorphic to some Bold algebra 9- 
of fuzzy sets on some R,  and let + be an isomorphism from M onto K 
Since E M for any n 2 1, we have that (l/n), E st for any n 2 1 ,  so 
that, for any rational number m / n  E [0,1], we have ( m / n ) ,  E 9C The 
u-completeness of M entails that all constant functions on R,  r,, where 
r E [0,1], belong to K Consequently +-'(r,) E M for any r E [O, 11, and 
+-l(r,) is an r-constant element in M. Q.E.D. 
A state on a unital I-group (G, u )  is a mapping s: G + R such that (i) 
s(u) = 1;  (ii) s(g, + 8,) = s(g,) + s(g,), g,, g ,  E G, and (iii) s(g) 2 0 for 
any g E G'. We note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
states (extremal states) m on M and states (extremal states) s on G via 
m = slM. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let m be a state on an MV-algebra M = T(G, u )  and 
let k be its unique extension to G as a state on it. Then either k(G) n [0, 11 
is dense in [0,1] or there is an integer n 2 1 such that k(G) n [0,1] = 
Suppose that M = T(G, u )  and extend m to a state k on G. 
Then $(GI is an additive subgroup of R. It is well known (see, e.g., [ l l ,  
Lem. 4.211) that any additive subgroup of R is either a dense subset of R or 
is a cyclic group. In the first case we have that k(G) n [0,1] is a dense 
subset of [0,1]. In the second one k(G) n [0,1] = (0, i, . . . , X}. Q.E.D. 
A state m on M is said to be discrete if there exists an integer n 2 1 
such that m ( M )  G (0, +, . . . , :}. A state s on (G, u )  is said to be discrete if 
s(G) = $Z for some integer n 2 1. 
We recall that if m is a discrete state and n is the least integer such that 
m ( M )  c {O, i,. . . , t}, then this does not mean that m ( M )  = (0, i,. . . , t}. 
Indeed, let M = (0, a ,  a*, 1) be the Boolean algebra 2,,  and define a state 
m such that m(a) = 0.3 and m(a*) = 0.7. Then M E T(Z2, u) ,  where 
u = (1,l) and if k is a unique extension of m to Z2, then k(Z2)  = &Z 
while m ( M )  c (0, &, . . . , E}. In addition, a state m on this MV-algebra is 
discrete iff m(a) is a rational number as it follows from the following 
result. 
(0, +, . . . ,El. 
Prooj 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. A state m on M is discrete if and only if m is a rational 
convex combination3 of discrete extremal states. 
Suppose that M = IXG, u). Then any discrete state m on M can 
be uniquely extended to a discrete state f i  on G. According to [ l l ,  
Proposition 6.221, f i  is a discrete state iff f i  is a rational combination of 
discrete extremal states on G. Therefore, m is a discrete state on M iff it 
is a rational convex combination of discrete extremal states on M. Q.E.D. 
Let M be a weakly divisible MV-algebra. Then M 
is defined in M ,  for 
any state m we have m(+) = l /n; therefore, m cannot be a discrete state. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let M be a cr-complete MV-algebra. Then there exists a 
compact ha us do^ topological space X such that M is isomorphic as MV- 
algebras with C ( X ) .  
Prooj Denote by X the set of all extremal states (= state- 
homomorphisms) on M. If M = T(G, u), then X is homeomorphic with 
the set of all extremal states on (G, u). 
Let B be the set of all continuous functions on X such that f ( s )  E s ( M )  
for any discrete state s on M. Then B is an l-group with the strong unit 1, 
which is cr-complete, and by [l l ,  Corollary 9.141, (G,  u)  is isomorphic with 
( B ,  lx); the isomorphism I): G + B in question is given by I)(g): s - $g) ,  
g E G, where s^ is a unique extension of s onto G. It is clear that 
Since by Proposition 3.8, M has no discrete states, we conclude that 
M = T(G, u )  is isomorphic as MV-algebras with C ( X )  = T ( B ,  1,). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.10. Any weakly divisible and u-complete MV-algebra is iso- 
morphic as MV-algebras with C( 
Prooj Since the spaces Ext( M )  are homeomorphic, the 
assertion follows from the proof of Theorem 3.9. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.11. Any weakly divisible cr-complete MV-algebra is divisible. 
Prooj According to Theorem 3.10, M = C(&(M))  as MV-algebras. 
Consequently, given f E C(&(M)),  f is defined in C(&(M)) for any 
integer n 2 1, whence is defined in M for any a E M and any integer 
n 2 1. Q.E.D. 
Prooj 
PROPOSITION 3.8. 
admits no discrete state. 
Prooj Since for any integer n 2 1, the element 
I)(u> = 1,. 
That is, m = Ef= Ia imi ,  where all ai’s are non-negative rational numbers such that 
c;=lai = 1.  
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As another corollary we obtain the following result, which is a strength- 
ening of [6, Theorem 3.21 where it was argued that any divisible cr-com- 
plete MV-algebra can be embedded into C ( A ( M ) )  as a dense subalgebra, 
and if M is complete then it is isomorphic with C( 
THEOREM 3.1 2. visible cr-complete MV-algebra M is isomorphic as 
MV-algebras with C 
Prooj Any divisible MV-algebra is weakly divisible, so we can apply 
Theorem 3.10. Q.E.D. 
A topological space X is said to be basically disconnected provided the 
closure of every open F, subset of X is open. 
THEOREM 3.13. An MV-algebra M is weakly divisible and cr-complete if 
and only if A ( M )  is basically disconnected and M E C ( A ( M ) ) .  
If m is weakly divisible and cr-complete, then by Theorem 3.10, 
M is isomorphic with C ( A ( M ) ) .  According to [ l l ,  Corollary 9.31, C ( A ( M ) )  
is cr-complete iff A ( M )  is basically disconnected. 
On the other hand, it is clear that C ( A ( M ) )  is always weakly divisible. 
Q.E.D. 
Prooj 
4. PRODUCT ON WEAKLY DIVISIBLE MV-ALGEBRAS 
A product on an MV-algebra M is a mapping -: M X M + M such that 
(i) if a + b is defined in M ,  then a * c + b c and c a + c b exist 
for all a ,  b, c E M 
and 
It is worth saying that if is a product on M ,  then 
(ii) a . 0  = 0 = 0 . a ;  
(iii) if a 4 b, then for any c E M ,  a . c 4 b * c and c * a 4 c . b. 
Property (ii) follows easily from the following: a . O  = a * (0 + 0) = a - 0 
+ a 0, and the cancellation property gives a * 0 = 0. Similarly, 0 a = 0. 
We recall that on every MV-algebra exists at least one product, namely, 
zero product, i.e., a * b = 0 for all a, b E M. 
A product * on M is said to be (i) associative if ( a  * b )  c = a ( b  c), 
a ,  b, c E M ,  and (ii) commutative if a . b = b . a for all a ,  b E M .  
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THEOREM 4.1. Any weakly divisible u-complete MV-algebra M admits an 
associative, commutative product such that a 1 = a for any a E M. 
Let 4 be an isomorphism from M into C( 
guaranteed by Theorem 3.10. Define a binary operation ;6 on M by 
Prooj 
Since 4 ( a )  * +(b) is always defined on C( M)) ,  (4.1) defines a product in 
question. Q.E.D. 
We recall that not every finite MV-algebra M admits an associative, 
commutative product * such that a - 1 = a for any a E M ;  this is possible 
iff M is a Boolean algebra [91, where some categorical aspects of product 
are investigated. 
Due to [6, Theorem 1.13, two compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y are 
homeomorphic iff C ( X )  and C ( Y )  are isomorphic MV-algebras. 
We now show that the product defined via (4.1) is in some sense unique. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a weakly divisible u-complete MV-algebra. Let 
C ( V )  be isomorphic with M ,  where X is a compact Hausdofl topological 
space. Let h: X + A ( M )  be any homeomolphism. Define $: M + C ( X )  
via +(a )  = 4(a)o h ,  a E M ,  where 4 is an MI/-isomorphism from M onto 
C(M(M)) .  Then + is an MI/-isomorphism from M onto C ( X )  and for the 
products ;b and q, defined via (4.1) we have 
Conversely, let $ be an W-algebra isomorphism from M onto C ( X ) ,  
where X i s  a compact Hausdofltopological space such that (4.2) holds. Then 
there is a homeomorphism h: X +.A'(M) such that $(a) = +(a). h ,  a E M. 
Prooj The first part is straightforward if we define Th: C( 
C ( X )  via t h ( f )  : = f o  h ,  f E C ( A ( M ) ) .  
Conversely, let us define a mapping T :  C ( M ( M ) )  +. C ( X )  by T = 
I) 0 4-l. T is an MV-isomorphism which by (4.2) preserves the natural 
Therefore, T can be uniquely extended to an 
M I )  +. " ( X I ,  the spaces of all continuous func- 
tions on &(M)  and X ,  respectively. 
Since T ( c f )  = c T ( f )  for any rational number c E [0,1], we have that it 
holds also for any real number c E [0,1]; consequently, f " ( c f )  = c f " ( f )  for 
any real number c and f E 'i%dT(M)). Using [7, Theorem IV.6.261, there is 
a homeomorphism h: X + . A ( M )  such that ( f " f ) ( x )  = f (h(x) ) ,  x E X ,  
f E ' H A ( M ) ) ,  which proves the assertion in question. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 4.3. We recall that the MV-algebra of all rational numbers, 
Q,, dyadic numbers, ED,, as well as M ( 6 )  have a naturally defined 
product although they do not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. 
We recall that an I-ring is a usual ring ( R ;  + , . , 0) with a partial order 
I such that ( R ;  + , O ,  I) is an I-group and, if 0 I a and 0 I b,  then 
0 I a b. A finction ring or an f-ring is an I-ring such that a A b = 0 and 
0 I c imply (c  a )  A b = ( a  * c )  A b = 0. An I-ring R is Archimedean if 
(R;  + , 0, I) is Archimedean. 
We recall that if unity 1 of an I-ring R is a strong unit, then R is an 
f-ring [2, Lemma XVII.21, and any Archimedean f-ring is commutative 
and associative [2, Theorem XVII.lO]. For more about I-rings see, e.g., 
[2 or 101. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let ( R ;  + , . , 0) be a Dedekind a-complete, divisible f-ring 
with a unity 1 which is a strong unit in R.  Then M = T ( R ,  1) is a weakly 
divisible a-complete W-algebra with a commutative and associative product 
Conversely, let M be a weakly divisible a-complete MV-algebra. Then 
there exists a Dedekind a-complete, divisible, f-ring ( R ;  + , * , 0) with unity 
1 which is a strong unit in R such that M is isomorphism to T ( R ,  1). 
Since R is Dedekind a-complete and divisible, according to 
Proposition 3.3, so is M. The restriction of * to M X M gives a commuta- 
tive and associative product on M in question. 
Conversely, let M be a weakly divisible a-complete MV-algebra. Then 
M is isomorphic with C ( A ( M ) ) .  If %'(A(M)) denotes the set of all 
continuous functions on 
and the natural product of function gives a Dedekind a-complete ([2, 
Corollary 9.31) divisible f-ring in question. Q.E.D. 
on M with a multiplicatwe unity 1. 
Prooj 
5. JOINT OBSERVABLES 
In this section, we apply results from the above section to the problem 
of a joint observable of a given system of observables of an MV-algebra. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let M be an MV-algebra. An observable of M is a 
mapping x: LHR) + M ,  where B(R) is the a-algebra of Bore1 subsets of 
the real line R, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) x(R) = 1. 
(ii) If A ,  B E 9(R), A n B = 0, then x(A)  + x ( B )  is defined in 
M and x ( A  u B )  = x(A)  + x ( B ) .  
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(iii) If A ,  7 A ,  then x(A,) 7 x(A).  
DEFINITION 5.2. A joint observable of finitely many observables 
x,, . . . , x, of a weakly divisible and cr-complete MV-algebra M with 
respect to the product ;b defined by ( 4 . 0 ,  where 4 is an MV-isomorphism 
from M onto C ( d ( M ) ) ,  is a mapping h: 9 ( R n )  + M ,  where 9 ( R n )  is the 
cr-algebra of Borel subsets of R , satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) h(Rn) = 1. 
(ii) If A ,  B E ~ ( R ~ ) ,  A n B = 0, then h ( A )  + h(B)  is defined in 
(iii) If A ,  r A ,  then h(A,) 7 h(A).  
M and h ( A  u B )  = h ( A )  + h(B). 
Let K = { j , ,  . . . , j,} be a finite subset of an index set J # 0. By rK we 
denote the projection of RJ onto R, defined via r K ( ( x j ) )  := (xjl,.  .. , xj,). 
DEFINITION 5.3. A joint observable of a system { x ~ } ~ .  of observables 
of a weakly divisible and cr-complete MV-algebra M with respect to the 
product ;p defined by (4.1), where 4 is an MV-isomorphism from M onto 
M)) ,  is a mapping h: nj ,  ,B(R)  + M ,  where nj,  ,B(R)  is the 
product a-algebra of J-many Borel cr-algebras 9(R) of the real line R, 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) h ( R J )  = 1. 
(ii) If A ,  B E nj,,9(R), A n B = 0, then h ( A )  + h ( B )  is de- 
fined in M and h ( A  U B )  = h ( A )  + h(B). 
(iii) If A ,  r A ,  then h(A,) 7 h(A).  
(iv) /Z(~{~,,,,.,~~JA, x .. x A , ) )  =xj,(A1);6 “ - ;b x j j A , )  for any fi- 
nite subset {jl, . . . , j,} G J and all A , ,  . . . , A ,  E 9(R). 
of observables of a weakly divisible 
cr-complete W-algebra M has a unique joint observable with respect the 
product ;b defined by (4.1), where 4 is an W-isomorphism from M onto 
C( M( M >>. 
Prooj (Existence). According to Theorem 3.10, M is MV-isomorphic 
with the set C(A’(M)) of all continuous functions on d with values in 
[0,1]. Let 4 be such an MV-morphism. Then it preserves the product ;b 
defined via (4.1). 
Denote by Zj(E)  := 4 ( x j ( E ) ) ,  E E B ( R ) ,  j E J .  Z j  is an observable of 
C(M(M)) .  Fix a point o E M ( M )  and define pi :  B(R) + [0,11 via p i ( E )  
= Zj(E)( w).  Then { pi} j  , is a system of classical probability measures on 
9(R) and there exists a product probability measure pw := 9, pi  on 
THEOREM 5.4. Any system { x j l j E  
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We claim that x is a joint observable of {Z j } j  , for C(&(M)).  
Denote by 3 the system of all A E njEJ9(R) such that x(A)  E 
C(&(M)). 3 contains all measurable cylinders of RJ, and is closed under 
complements and countable joins of disjoint elements of 3. Fix a cylinder 
A in RJ  and define %A) := { B  €2  h(A n B )  E C(&(M))}.  Then %A) 
is again closed under complements and countable joins of disjoint ele- 
ments, and it contains all cylinders, so that %A) =3. 
Similarly, fii A ~ X a n d  put g ( A )  := { B  €2  %(A n B )  E C(&(M))}.  
Thus as above, we have g ( A )  =3, so that for all A ,  B €3, A n B EZ 
Therefore 3 is closed under finite unions, so that 3 is a a-algebra and, 
consequently, 3 = nj ,9(R). 
If we put 
h = 4-l o x ,  
then h is a joint observable of , J. 
(Uniqueness). The uniqueness can be proved in a way analogous to the 
existence of h. Q.E.D. 
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